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REFRA concretes
and full service by Refratechnik

In our constant efforts to intensify 
customer service and improve 
our products, Refratechnik has 
developed  innovative refractory 
 concrete grades. These refractory 
concretes are the latest in refrac
tory  technology and meet every 
 expec tation in respect of processing 
and application behaviour. 

For to obtain a long service life 
even under most difficult condi
tions, a proper installation of the 
refractory concretes is an essential 
precondition. For this purpose our 
supervisors are available for tech
nical assistance and supervision 
 during installation.

The refractory concretes’ pro
duction conforms to the strict 
requirements of ISO 9001 and 
14001. The range of products 
includes the following grades: 

• regular cement castables (RCC)
• mediumcement castables (MCC)
• low cement castables (LCC)
• freeflowing castables
• dry gunning concretes
• wet gunning concretes
• insulating concretes
• preformed shapes
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Insulation concepts

Sophisticated insulation concepts, 
comprising the characteristic 
insulating refractory concretes 
REFRALITE® and the AR LINING 
engineering concept, do offer –  
in addition to optimum insulating 
effects and an excellent protection 
of the anchoring elements – some 
economic advantages, too. 

Thermally graduated, alkali 
resistant refractory concretes

developed especially for use in 
preheaters, calciners, inlet cham
bers and gas ducts. These grades 
rich in SiO2 or containing SiC or 
zirconium oxide respectively are 
particularly resistant to alkali 
attacks, sulphates and chlorides. 
In view of their very good phys
ical properties combined with a 
low expansion behaviour, they are 
especially suitable for unfavourable 
conditions, i.e. they are coatingre
pellent, resistant to abrasion, 
chemical attacks and damage by 
conventional cleaning systems.

Highquality refractory concrete concepts

“High-grade and flexible”  
refractory concretes

An additional flexibility for a ther
mochemically graduated lining 
concept with reduced stress in 
highly loaded parts of the plant, 
such as calciner, riser duct, inlet 
chamber, kiln hood or cooler inlet 
throat, is offered by the mixing 
capability of Refratechnik's 
refractory concretes showing 
different characteristics. Also 
from an economic point of view, 
these Mixcrete products permit 
to reduce the number of products 
and to standardize the product 
range leading in turn to simplified 
storage, lower warehousing costs 
and shorter average storage time 
for the refractory concretes. 

Installation equipment   
»casting«

Installation equipment
»dry gunning«

Installation equipment
»wet gunning« (JETCAST®)
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“High-grade and fast” 
 refractory concretes

Perfected dry gunning concretes 
(MCG/LCG) and wet gunning con
cretes (JETCAST®) have become a 
leading technology thanks to their 
combinable technical and eco
nomical advantages. The refracto
ry conctrete grades with reduced 
or low cement content respective
ly can be installed in all areas of 
the plant subjected to highest load 
and applied –  being essential from 
an economic point of view – by 
means of a fast installation meth
od. Optimum and balanced product 
properties contribute to an opti
mized behaviour in application.

Stress-reduced lining

Refractory concretes disposing of 
a specifically adjusted, reduced 
thermal expansion, high refrac
toriness and high hot mechanical 
strength as well as an optimized 
structural elasticity show an 
excellent thermal shock resistance 
and reduce the stresses, particu
larly those in mechanically loaded 
zones, such as nose ring, burner 
pipe, bullnose and cooler benches. 
Likewise, the refractory concretes 
with a high thermal conductivity 
(Mixcrete or AR products) and a 
lower temperature gradient in the 
lining contribute to reducing stress 
sensitivitity. 

Full service

Refratechnik stands for optimum 
 service in the refractory market.  
This of course also applies to our 
refractory concretes. Here our ser
vice begins with a comprehensive 
analysis of requirements regarding 
grades, quantities and methods 
of installation and includes all the 
engineering and implementation 
or supervision of the installation 
process. 
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Installation examples

Elbow

Inlet chamber

Hot gas damper

Tertiary air duct damper

Pendulum flap

Cyclone roof
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LCC Low Cement Castable
ED  Easy Dry
AR Alkali resistant 

Z Zirconic 
JC  JETCAST® (wet gunning), special gunning equipment 

required, also freeflowing or suitable for vibration

Grade Fields of application Material properties

REFRA-SiC® AR inlet chamber, riser duct, conical parts of preheater,  
reducing conditions

very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
very high thermal shock resistance, reducing coating formation

REFRA-SiC® 50 AR inlet chamber, riser duct, conical part of lower cyclones, 
bypass, cooler benches (hot zone), reducing conditions

very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
very high thermal shock resistance, reducing coating formation

REFRA-SiC® 52 AR cooler inlet throat, cooler benches very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
very high thermal shock resistance, high resistance to 
 mechanical load

REFRA-SiC® MCG AR inlet chamber, riser duct, conical part of lower cyclones, 
reducing conditions

very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
very high thermal shock resistance, reducing coating formation

REFRA-SiC® 50 MCG AR inlet chamber, riser duct, calciner, parts of lower cyclones very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
very high thermal shock resistance

REFRAZIRCON Z AR preheater, calciner, riser duct, inlet chamber, kiln hood, 
cooler inlet throat

high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
reducing coating  formation, very high abrasion resistance 
and strengths

REFRACLAY® 25 all cyclone stages, raw meal ducts, gas ducts,  
onelayer lining concepts

very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks

REFRACLAY® 25 MCG all cyclone stages, gas ducts, onelayer lining concepts very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks

REFRACLAY® 25 JC all cyclone stages, gas ducts, onelayer lining concepts very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks

REFRACLAY® 40 upper and middle cyclone stages good resistance to thermal and mechanical load

REFRACLAY® 40 G upper and middle cyclone stages, gas ducts, exhaust flue good resistance to thermal load, weightreducing

REFRACLAY® 40 LCC calciner, cyclones, raw meal ducts, gas ducts, chain zone, 
cold zones of cooler, inlet cone, tertiary air duct

high resistance to alkali attack and abrasion,
mixable with REFRASiC® 50 AR to obtain AR Mixcrete
or with REFRAZIRCON Z AR to obtain Z AR Mixcrete

REFRACLAY® 40 LCG cyclone stages, calciner, riser duct, elbows, 
colder zones of cooler

very high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
good resistance to thermal load, high flexural strength and 
good resistance to mechanical load

REFRACLAY® 40 JC cyclone and calciner roof, calciners except burner zone, 
cooler roof (cold zone)

resistant to alkali attack and abrasion

REFRACLAY® 40 MCG AR wall, roof and conical part of lower cyclone stages,  
riser duct

high resistance to alkali attack, good mechanical strength, 
thermal shock resistant
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LCG  Low Cement Gunning (dry gunning)
MCG Medium Cement Gunning (dry gunning) 

G Gunning (dry gunning)  
REFRA-Block line® Precast, monolithic blocks

Grade Fields of application Material properties

REFRACLAY® 40 LCC AR inlet chamber, riser duct, calciner, raw meal ducts high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks and 
abrasion, thermal shock resistant, coatingrepellent

REFRACLAY® 40 Z AR conical part of lower cyclones, raw meal ducts,  
inlet chamber, riser duct, calciner, kiln hood

high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
high refractoriness, reduced thermal expansion

REFRACLAY® 40 JC AR inlet chamber, riser duct, calciner,  
cyclone roofs of lower cyclone stages

high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks and 
abrasion, thermal shock resistant, coatingrepellent

REFRACLAY® 50 calciner, kiln inlet cone, kiln hood, cooler side walls,  
cold zones of cooler (cooler benches)

balanced thermal, mechanical and alkali resistance

REFRACLAY® 50 MCG cyclone wall and roof, gas ducts, cooler side walls good resistance to thermal load

REFRAMULLITE® 60 LCC kiln hood, burner pipe, tertiary air duct, bullnose, 
cooler side walls, rear zone of cooler benches,  
kiln inlet cone, combustion chamber

high abrasion resistance and mechanical strength, 
good resistance to alkali attack, mixable with REFRASiC® 50 
AR to obtain AR Mixcrete or with REFRAZIRCON Z AR 
to obtain Z AR Mixcrete

REFRAMULLITE® 60 LCG kiln inlet cone, kiln hood, inlet and outlet of tertiary air duct, 
side walls and roof in hot zone of cooler, planetary cooler, 
combustion chamber, burner zones

high resistance to alkali attack, very good resistance 
to thermal and mechanical load, high hot strengths, 
low stress sensitivity

REFRAMULLITE® 60 LCG Z AR calciner, riser duct, kiln hood, bullnose, cooler inlet throat, 
hot zones of cooler wall and roof,  combustion chamber, 
universally applicable repair mix

high resistance to alkali, chloride and sulphate attacks, 
high resistance to thermal and mechanical load, very good 
thermal shock resistance

REFRAMULLITE® 63 LCC hot zone of calciner, kiln hood, cooler side walls,
cooler roof, elbows of planetary cooler, kiln inlet cone, 
combustion chamber, burner pipe

resistant to alkali attack, very high refractoriness,  
high strengths, mixable with REFRASiC® 50 AR  
to obtain AR  Mixcrete or with REFRAZIRCON Z AR  
to obtain Z AR Mixcrete

REFRAMULLITE® 63 ED calciner, riser duct, kiln inlet cone, kiln hood,  
burner pipe, cooler inlet throat, sidewalls and  
roof in hot zone of cooler, combustion chamber 

onecomponent system, cementfree, shorter drying  
and heatingup times, good alkali resistance, high  
thermomechanical resistance, extremely low stress sensitivity

REFRAMULLITE® 63 JC kiln hood, cooler inlet throat, hot part of calciner, 
kiln inlet cone

resistant to alkali attack, very high refractoriness, 
high thermal shock resistance

REFRAMULLITE® 63 MCG AR calciner, kiln hood and side walls, cooler roof resistant to alkali attack, good strengths, 
thermal shock resistant, good refractoriness

REFRAMULLITE® 63 LCC AR calciner, cooler inlet throat, elbows and outlet sections 
of planetary cooler, combustion chamber, nose ring

very high refractoriness, high resistance to alkali, 
chloride and sulphate attacks, thermal shock resistant

REFRAMULLITE® 63 JC AR kiln hood, cooler inlet throat, bullnose, hot part 
of calciner, riser duct, elbows of planetary cooler

very high refractoriness, high resistance to alkali, 
chloride and sulphate attacks, high thermal shock resistance

REFRAMULLITE® 72 LCC nose ring, burner pipe, cooler benches very high refractoriness, high hot strengths, 
extremely low stress sensitivity, reduced thermal expansion
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Grade Fields of application Material properties

REFRABAUXITE® 75 LCC kiln hood, bullnose, cooler inlet throat, cooler wall and roof, 
cooler benches, tertiary air duct

high thermal shock resistance, high resistance to abrasion 
and high  temperatures, resistant to alkali attack, mixable with 
REFRASiC® 50 AR to obtain AR Mixcrete or with REFRAZIR
CON Z AR to obtain Z AR Mixcrete

REFRABAUXITE® 80 LCG zones in kiln hood, tertiary air duct and cooler subjected to 
mechanical load

good resistance to thermal load and high resistance 
to mechanical load, high thermal shock resistance 

REFRABAUXITE® 85 LCC impact zones, cooler side benches and walls, kiln hood, 
bullnose, elbows of tertiary air duct and planetary cooler, 
damper and damper casing, nose ring, burner pipe

very high abrasion resistance and strengths, resistant 
to high temperatures, mixable with REFRASiC® 50 AR 
to obtain AR Mixcrete or with REFRAZIRCON Z AR  
to obtain Z AR Mixcrete

REFRABAUXITE® 85 LCC AR nose ring, elbows of planetary cooler, kiln hood, 
cooler inlet throat, bullnose, tertiary air duct

very high abrasion resistance and high resistance to alkali 
attack, high strengths and refractoriness

REFRABAUXITE® 85 ED AR riser duct, nose ring, kiln hood, bullnose,  
cooler inlet throat, cooler benches, planetary cooler

onecomponent system, cementfree, shorter drying and 
 heatingup times, high alkali resistance, high resistance  
to thermal and mechanical load, very good thermal shock 
resistance, good abrasion resistance

REFRABAUXITE® 85 JC AR kiln hood, embedding of supports, cooler inlet throat, 
cooler benches, bullnose, tertiary air duct

high resistance to abrasion and alkali attack, high strengths 
and refractoriness

REFRACORUND® 95 tip of burner pipe, nose ring very high refractoriness, high resistance to thermomechanical 
load and good resistance to thermochemical load

REFRACORUND® 95 LCC tip of burner pipe, bullnose, nose ring, elbows of 
planetary cooler, damper and damper casing,  
front zone of cooler benches, combustion chamber

very high abrasion resistance and high strengths, very high 
refractoriness, resistant to thermochemical attack

REFRACORUND® 95 ED burner pipe, nose ring, bullnose, cooler benches, 
combustion chamber

onecomponent system, cementfree, shorter drying and 
heatingup times, very high refractoriness, very high structural 
elasticity, extremely low stress sensitivity

REFRA-Block line® calciner, inlet chamber, nose ring, kiln hood, 
cooler inlet throat, bullnose, cooler benches

uniform and homogeneous product properties, 
pretempered

REFRALITE® 20  
REFRALITE® 20 G

backup insulation up to 950 °C very low thermal conductivity, good resistance 
to thermal load, good alkali resistance

REFRALITE® 30 
REFRALITE® 30 G

backup insulation up to 1200 °C low thermal conducitivity, high resistance to thermal load

REFRALITE® 40 
REFRALITE® 40 G

wear and insulation layer of uppermost cyclone stage,  
backup insulation up to 1350 °C

reduced thermal conductivity, high resistance 
to thermal load, weightreducing

LCC Low Cement Castable
ED  Easy Dry
AR Alkali resistant 
Z Zirconic 

JC  JETCAST® (wet gunning), 
special gunning equipment 
required, also freeflowing or 
suitable for vibration

LCG  Low Cement Gunning (dry gunning)
MCG Medium Cement Gunning (dry gunning) 
G Gunning (dry gunning)  
REFRA-Block line® Precast, monolithic blocks
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Refratechnik – The synonym for refractory products  
used in the cement industry

Refratechnik Cement develops, 
produces, and supplies  innova tive 
refractory products and lining 
systems designed to meet the 
demands of today’s cement  
industry.

Refratechnik Cement is a company 
within the Refratechnik Group,  
one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of refractory 
 products.

The Refratechnik Group is certified according to 
ISO 9001 – Quality Management Systems, and
ISO 14001 – Environmental Management Systems.
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Refratechnik Cement GmbH
RudolfWinkelStrasse 1
37079 Göttingen
Germany
Phone +49 551 6941 0
Fax +49 551 6941 104
refra@refra.com
www.refra.com
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